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ndary and tertiary amides without
coupling agents from amines and potassium
acyltrifluoroborates (KATs)†

Anne Schuhmacher,a Tomoya Shiro,‡a Sarah J. Ryanb and Jeffrey W. Bode *a

Although highly effective for most amide syntheses, the activation of carboxylic acids requires the use of

problematic coupling reagents and is often poorly suited for challenging cases such as N-methyl amino

acids. As an alternative to both secondary and tertiary amides, we report their convenient synthesis by the

rapid oxidation of trifluoroborate iminiums (TIMs). TIMs are easily prepared by acid-promoted condensation

of potassium acyltrifluoroborates (KATs) and amines and are cleanly and rapidly oxidized to amides with

hydrogen peroxide. The overall transformation can be conducted either as a one-pot procedure or via

isolation of the TIM. The unique nature of the neutral, zwitterionic TIMs makes possible the preparation of

tertiary amides via an iminium species that would not be accessible from other carbonyl derivatives and

can be conducted in the presence of unprotected functional groups including acids, alcohols and

thioethers. In preliminary studies, this approach was applied to the late-stage modifications of long

peptides and the iterative synthesis of short, N-methylated peptides without the need for coupling agents.
Introduction

Amide bonds are the key connections between amino acids in
peptides and are present in many marketed drug molecules.1

The synthesis of amides is typically achieved by the reaction of
an activated carboxylic acid with an amine,2 a process that
employs stoichiometric amounts of coupling reagents and
environmentally concerning solvents, e.g. N,N-dimethylforma-
mide or dichloromethane (Fig. 1a).3 While recycling of solvents
on large scale can reduce the environmental impact of peptide
synthesis, the use and handling of coupling agents results in
acute safety hazards due to their explosive and allergenic
nature.4 Current approaches are therefore suitable for making
most amide-based structures, but sustainable approaches to
peptides and other amides requires new reactions that do not
rely on these problematic reagents.

As part of a program aimed at new amide-forming
methods, our group has identied potassium acyltri-
uoroborates (KATs) as functional groups that form amide
bonds with azides,5 hydroxylamines6 or in situ generated N-
chloroamines.7 These methods, however, are
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mechanistically limited to the synthesis of secondary
amides; the preparation of tertiary amides is not possible. In
this report we document the oxidative amidation of KATs to
Fig. 1 Amide-forming reaction with potassium acyltrifluoroborates
(KATs) and amines via trifluoroborate iminiums (TIMs). (a) Traditional
amide coupling methods using coupling reagents. (b) Formation of
TIMs and oxidative conversion to amides.
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form tertiary and secondary amides from amines via tri-
uoroborate iminiums (TIMs) (Fig. 1b). The TIMs are formed
under simple conditions by mixing KATs and amine salts
and their oxidation occurs rapidly and chemoselectively.8

Although KATs are far less common starting materials than
carboxylic acids, they are increasingly available from
commercial sources or a plethora of recently reported
methods for conversion of common starting materials to
KATs. In the past few years, their syntheses from aryl
halides,9 Grignard reagents,10 aldehydes,11 vinyl boronic
acids,12 alkynes,13 and acid chlorides14 have been reported.
The important class of amino acid-derived KATs is expand-
ing and has been shown to be congurationally stable.9b,11b

Anticipating that these amino acid derivatives will become
widely available in the near future, we sought to identify
protocols for peptide synthesis under conditions where no
activating agents are required.
Scheme 1 Substrate scope for the amide formation from trifluoroborate
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Results and discussion

Amines and KATs condense to form TIMs – chromatographi-
cally stable, zwitterionic species that can be reduced with
hydride sources or alkylated with organometallic reagents to
give a-aminoboronates (Fig. 1).8 Given their ease of formation,
we hypothesized that TIMs could also serve as intermediates to
secondary and tertiary amides via oxidation. Using TIM 1a as
a model substrate, we screened oxidation conditions and found
successful formation of the desired tertiary amide with several
oxidants and basic additives under a variety of conditions
(detailed screening data can be found in the ESI†). As TIMs can
hydrolyze to give the corresponding KATs under basic aqueous
conditions, we were pleased to nd that the oxidation is fast and
occurs without competing hydrolysis of the TIM.

We selected aqueous H2O2 and N,N-diisopropylethylamine
in 1 : 1 CH3CN/H2O for 30 min as the standard conditions for
iminiums (TIMs). The yields are isolated yields. a Reaction time of 2 h.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Scheme 3 Preliminary studies toward solid-phase peptide synthesis
(SPPS) using KAT amino acids as monomers. (a) Schematic represen-
tation of the application of KATs in SPPS. (b) Model synthesis of
a peptide on solid support via TIMs. Conversion was determined by
Fmoc loading test and HPLC analysis after cleavage from the resin.
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further experiments. This method allows for the fast prepara-
tion of secondary and tertiary amides, including those derived
from aliphatic or aromatic KATs with different primary and
secondary amines. All underwent smooth oxidation to give the
amide in good yields (Scheme 1). Unprotected functional
groups including alcohols, indoles, and alkynes are not affected
by the oxidation step. The reaction between a KAT and cysteine
yielded the S,N-acetal 1b instead of a TIM. We found that the
oxidation of 1b is possible under slightly modied conditions
using 2 equiv. of hydrogen peroxide to achieve full conversion
and adding TCEP before work-up to reduce the disulde formed
during the reaction.

We also established a protocol for the one-pot preparation of
amides from KATs and amines by TIM formation and subse-
quent oxidation (Scheme 2). This one-pot procedure offers both
operational simplicity and slightly higher overall yields by
obviating the isolation of the TIM intermediate. Since KATs are
commercially available or easily prepared by several routes from
commercial starting materials, this one step protocol offers
a practical alternative to the formation of many simple amides.
For substrate 2a, we demonstrated the applicability of the
reaction on a larger scale (3.0 mmol) without a signicant
decrease in yield.

The success of the one-pot amide formation from KATs and
amines encouraged us to make preliminary studies towards
a solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) method based on this
chemistry. In standard SPPS, the carboxylic acid is used in
excess and must be activated with a coupling reagent. This
activation step prevents it from being recovered aer the
coupling reaction. This both contributes to the large volume of
waste produced during standard SPPS15 and limits the number
of equivalents that can be used to drive the reaction. The amide-
forming reaction between KATs and amines does not require
any activating agent and the KAT can be recovered and reused if
used in excess. We hypothesized that SPPS could be performed
using KAT amino acids as monomers by TIM formation and
subsequent oxidation, allowing the excess KAT to be recycled
(Scheme 3a).
Scheme 2 Substrate scope for the one-pot amide formation from
potassium acyltrifluoroborates (KATs) and scale-up experiment. The
yields are isolated yields. a Yield for the reaction at 3.0 mmol scale
instead of 0.2 mmol scale.
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In preliminary studies, we achieved coupling between Fmoc-
protected N-methylglycine KAT and solid-supported proline
with full conversion. The conversion was determined aer
coupling of the N-methylglycine KAT analogue by Fmoc loading
test of the resin and HPLC analysis aer cleavage from the resin
(Scheme 3b).

The acidic reaction conditions for TIM formation provides
a unique environment for amide formation on unprotected
substrates, such as peptides. The selective modication of
peptides is important for the development of new peptide
drugs, as most modern peptide therapeutics are modied with
lipids or PEGs to increase their half-life and stability.16 Our
method allows for the direct derivatization of an amine
residue (lysine or N terminus), even when all other side chain
functional groups are unprotected. We chose to investigate the
modication of a lysine residue of an anti-diabetic GLP-1
analogue. Several GLP-1 analogues, e.g. Liraglutide or Sem-
aglutide, are approved drugs for the treatment of diabetes.17 In
both cases, the peptide is modied with a lipid side chain for
binding to serum albumin.18 We were able to achieve the
introduction of different KATs on Lys12 of peptide 6 with good
conversions and yields, including KATs bearing a PEG chain
(7c), an oleyl side chain (7a) and a diazo dye (7b) (Scheme 4a).
Although it was necessary to preserve the N-terminal Fmoc
group, this could be easily removed with Et2NH in DMSO to
give target peptide 8.

Amino acid side chains sensitive to oxidizing conditions
in peptide 6, i.e. tryptophan, tyrosine, or histidine, tolerated
the conditions and we did not observe any oxidation side
products. We also showed that peptide 9, which contains
methionine, tolerates slightly modied oxidation conditions.
Using only 2 equiv. of hydrogen peroxide and quenching the
reaction with Na2SO3 aer 30 min gave the desired product
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 7609–7614 | 7611



Scheme 4 Application of the trifluoroborate iminium (TIM) formation and subsequent oxidation for the modification of different peptides. (a)
Modification of a GLP-1 analogue with different KATs. (b) Modification of a peptide containing methionine. (c) Modification of a proline residue in
a peptide.
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10 in good yield. The oxidized methionine residue was only
observed as a minor side product (Scheme 4b). Since this
method allows for the facile formation of tertiary amides, we
furthermore showed that the modication of an N-terminal
proline residue is possible and peptide 12 was obtained in
high yield (Scheme 4c).

We considered several possible mechanisms for the
formation of amides from TIMs with basic hydrogen peroxide.
We showed with 18O-labelled hydrogen peroxide that the
Scheme 5 Possible mechanisms for the oxidative amide formation
from trifluoroborate iminiums (TIMs).

7612 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 7609–7614
oxygen in the amide is incorporated from the hydrogen
peroxide exclusively and no exchange with water is observed.
With this in mind, we focused our preliminary studies on the
two most likely pathways (Scheme 5). Hydrogen peroxide as
well as other oxidants are well known to oxidize organo-
triuoroborates and organoboronates to hydroxyl groups,
making Path A a viable route. While there are many reports
concerning the oxidation of organoboronates,19 only a few
examples of the direct oxidation of organotriuoroborates are
known. Hu reported a copper-catalyzed oxidation of phenyl-
triuoroborate,20 Fensterbank a TEMPO-promoted proce-
dure,21 and Ochiai employed a hypervalent iodonium
complex.22 Of greatest relevance are Molander's oxidation
conditions using Oxone23 and Kandasamy's report using
hydrogen peroxide in lactic acid for the oxidation of phenyl-
triuoroborate.24 These conditions, however, are relatively
harsh and not consistent with the rapid, clean oxidations we
observed.

As an alternative, we considered nucleophilic attack of
peroxide anion to the TIM (Path B). We have already estab-
lished that TIMs are good electrophiles, which would lead to
tetrahedral intermediate 13.7 Loss of BF3OH

�, in a manner
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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similar to the postulated mechanism of KAT ligations with
hydroxylamines, would lead directly to the amide.6 In order to
test this, we attempted the oxidation with NaClO2, which is
used in the Pinnick oxidation via a similar mechanism.25 Upon
exposure of TIMs to standard Pinnick conditions, the amide
product was cleanly formed. We also conducted a competition
experiment between potassium phenyltriuoroborate and
TIM 1a under our standard oxidation conditions. TIM 1a was
oxidized to give the amide while potassium phenyl-
triuoroborate was recovered unchanged (see ESI† for
details). Takemoto and co-workers recently published oxida-
tive amide formation from a-ketoacids and amines. They
propose a similar mechanism via imine formation and
subsequent oxidation via a tetrahedral intermediate.26

Together, these observations support Path B as the likely route
for amide formation.
Conclusions

In summary, we have reported the oxidative synthesis of secondary
and tertiary amides fromKATs or TIMs under aqueous conditions.
It offers a unique reactivity and chemoselectivity prole, features
that should make it a viable alternative to classical methods for
amide bond formation and a promising approach to chemo-
selective modication of peptides and proteins. The unique ability
to use two stable precursors – KATs and amines – without any
additional reagents to form the TIM intermediate provides
a promising approach to a new form of iterative peptide synthesis
that avoids problematic coupling reagents.
Experimental section
General procedure for the oxidation of TIMs to amides

TIM (1.0 equiv.) was dissolved in CH3CN/H2O (1 : 1, 0.2 M),
H2O2 (30% aq., 1.2 equiv.) and N,N-diisopropylethylamine (1.2
equiv.) were added and the reaction was allowed to stir for
30 min. The reaction was diluted with H2O and EtOAc and the
aqueous layer was extracted three times with EtOAc. The
combined organic layers were washed with brine, dried over
MgSO4, ltered and concentrated under reduced pressure. If
necessary, the crude product was puried with ash column
chromatography.
General procedure for the one-pot TIM formation and
oxidation

KAT (1.0 equiv.) was dissolved in CH3CN (0.5 M), AcOH (1.5
equiv.) and the amine (1.5 equiv.) were added and the reaction
was stirred for 1 hour. H2O (0.5 M), H2O2 (aq, 30%, 1.5 equiv.),
and N,N-diisopropylethylamine (3.0 equiv.) were added and
the reaction was allowed to stir for an additional 30 min. The
reaction was diluted with H2O and EtOAc and the aqueous
layer was extracted three times with EtOAc. The combined
organic layers were washed with brine, dried over MgSO4,
ltered and concentrated under reduced pressure. If neces-
sary, the crude product was puried with ash column
chromatography.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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